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● This presentation will provide early stage startups with the tools that they 
should be using right now.

● I will also show you how these tools will change as your company grows.
● All slides contain speaker notes with relevant links.

http://bit.ly/2qTfICj


Hello!
I am Ruben Ugarte

Founder @ Practico Analytics

You can find me @ugarteruben

● I’m at the Founder at Practico Analytics
● We work with venture-backed startups and help setup the right analytics 

foundation.
● I have a background as a frontend developer which is helpful because most 

analytics implementations have a strong technical component.

https://practicoanalytics.com/
https://practicoanalytics.com/


1.
The Problem Where do I 

start?

● The main problem that early stage startups face is that they don’t know what 
tools to choose.

● It is also common to see a lack of expertise around analytics tools making this 
a confusing process.



Segment.com has 50+ potential dedicated analytics listed in their 
integrations page.

● Segment.com (which we will talk about later) has 50+ options for analytics 
tools: https://segment.com/catalog#integrations/analytics 

● All these options are very similar and overlap in functionality and reporting.
● This doesn’t include the data from other tools that you might use on a daily 

basis: email marketing, CRMs, customer support, paid advertising, etc.

https://segment.com/
https://segment.com/catalog#integrations/analytics


2.
Startup Phases

The right tools 
at the right 
time.

● To help choose the right tools, we need to understand our current startup 
phase. 

● We want the right tools at the right time
● We can expect our tools to change over time.



Source

Startup Phases by Brian Balfour

● Startup Phases by Brian Balfour: 
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth

● Traction phase:
○ Lots of experiments
○ Things are changing quickly
○ High flexibility and low setup is needed
○ Only 1-2 people are actually using the data

● Transition phase:
○ Starting to spending significant money on paid channels
○ Thousands of users (B2C) and hundreds of users (B2B) proving the 

concept
○ Multiple people inside your company need access to data.

● Growth phase:
○ Exploring micro optimizations across all areas
○ Complex data needs
○ Multiple teams require access to data

● We will focus primarily on the traction phase and briefly cover transition and 
growth.

http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth


3.
Phase 1: Traction

Users < 1000s/100s

Low setup to 
experiment 
quickly. 

● Traction phase is all about experiments
● We need to quickly implement tools so we don’t waste too much time getting 

the data that we need.
● In terms of users, you’re looking at less than 1000 users (B2C) and less than 

100 (B2B)



Analytics Data During Traction

1. Experimenting with different marketing 
channels

2. Tweaking your product
3. Looking for your best users (customer 

segments)
4. Focusing on retention
5. 1-3 people using data

● These are the activities that we will be focusing on during this phase (from a 
data perspective):
a. Experimenting with different marketing channels (best channels for 

users, best channels for growth)
b. Tweaking the product (finding and removing features)
c. Looking for the best users (customer segment) (best channels for 

conversion and retention)
d. Focusing on retention (no fancy metrics, are users staying and using 

the product?)
e. 1-2 people using data (simple dashboards, low amounts of data)



Analytics Tools During Traction

Analyze 
marketing 

traffic

Analyze 
individual 

users

Track 
complex 
metrics

● The best tools for this phase are as follows: 
○ Google Analytics: gold standard for analyzing marketing traffic. It can 

do a lot out of the box.
○ Heap Analytics: a small dip into the event driven world, low technical 

setup, good funnel analysis. Helps us track individual users by 
name/email 

○ Google Sheets/Excel: track more complex metrics like CAC and how 
numbers are changing over time.

○ Honorable mentions: Hotjar (sessions recording), Optimizely (A/B 
testing), Crazyegg (heatmaps)

● Both of these analytics tools (GA and Heap) will track a lot out of the box. This 
helps you avoid issues that you might come across with other tools like 
Mixpanel.

https://analytics.google.com/
https://www.google.com/sheets/about/
https://analytics.google.com/
https://heapanalytics.com/
https://www.google.com/sheets/about/
https://www.hotjar.com/
https://www.optimizely.com/
https://www.crazyegg.com/


Installing Google Analytics & Heap

Google Analytics Snippet

● Helpful post on how to install Google Analytics for the first time: 
https://moz.com/blog/absolute-beginners-guide-to-google-analytics

● You can follow this post if you’re looking to install Google Analytics in your 
mobile apps: 
https://mofluid.com/blog/the-ultimate-guide-to-setting-up-google-analytics-for-y
our-mobile-app/ 

● You’re likely to find plugins that make this process even easier eg. Wordpress, 
Shopify, Squarespace, etc.

● Heap Analytics is also installed using a similar snippet: 
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/installation 

https://moz.com/blog/absolute-beginners-guide-to-google-analytics
https://moz.com/blog/absolute-beginners-guide-to-google-analytics
https://mofluid.com/blog/the-ultimate-guide-to-setting-up-google-analytics-for-your-mobile-app/
https://mofluid.com/blog/the-ultimate-guide-to-setting-up-google-analytics-for-your-mobile-app/
https://mofluid.com/blog/the-ultimate-guide-to-setting-up-google-analytics-for-your-mobile-app/
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/installation
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/installation


Creating Events in Heap

● Heap Analytics makes it really easy to create new events by simply browsing 
your site and clicking what you want to track. Video showing how to do this 
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyZ1VzybHkc

● You can also use the event visualizer for mobile apps: 
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/event-visualizer#section-visualizer-for-ios
-apps

● To track individual users, you need to add some extra calls called “identify”: 
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/using-identify 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyZ1VzybHkc
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/event-visualizer#section-visualizer-for-ios-apps
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/event-visualizer#section-visualizer-for-ios-apps
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/event-visualizer#section-visualizer-for-ios-apps
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/using-identify
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/using-identify


GA: Acquisition Report

1. Set up a “goal” in GA to track sign ups.
2. Use UTM parameters to properly tag traffic e.g utm_medium = cpc and utm_source = facebook
3. This report is under “Acquisition” - All Traffic - Channels.

1. Set up a “goal” in GA to track sign ups.
2. Use UTM parameters to properly tag traffic e.g utm_medium = cpc and 

utm_source = facebook
3. This report is under “Acquisition” - All Traffic - Channels.

https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1032415?hl=en
https://effinamazing.com/blog/the-ultimate-guide-to-utm-builder-for-online-utm-building/
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1032415?hl=en
https://effinamazing.com/blog/the-ultimate-guide-to-utm-builder-for-online-utm-building/


GA: Acquisition Report

● We can then dig into more segments by clicking “Social” to see the different 
social networks that are sending traffic.

● We could find opportunities like “Youtube” here which is giving us a good 
conversion rate in a small sample.



GA: Acquisition Report

1. Make “Source” your primary dimension in the middle of your screen.
2. Add “Campaign” as a secondary dimension

● If we are tagging your URLs properly with UTM parameters, we’ll then be able 
to segment our traffic by different sources and even specific ads.

● We can then see what is performing well.
● This data is similar to what you would get if you track conversions inside 

Facebook Ads or Google Ads.
● Helpful post on how to use Google Analytics to analyze your Facebook Ads (or 

other paid traffic): https://practicoanalytics.com/optimize-your-facebook-ads/ 

https://practicoanalytics.com/optimize-your-facebook-ads/


GA: Mobile Overview

1. This report is under “Audience” - Mobile - Overview.

● We can also look at how our conversion rate differs in mobile devices vs 
desktop.

● You could find technical issues that could be affecting why users aren’t signing 
up for your product.

● You could do a similar analysis across other default dimensions like gender, 
location (city, country, etc).

● You can see a list of all dimensions and metrics for Google Analytics here:  
https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/reporting/core/dimsmets 

https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/reporting/core/dimsmets
https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/reporting/core/dimsmets
https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/reporting/core/dimsmets


Heap: Funnel Analysis

● Heap lets us create very flexible funnels for things like the signup funnel or the 
onboarding funnel.

● Video on how to create funnels: https://vimeo.com/116133474 

https://vimeo.com/116133474


Heap: Retention Tables

● Heap also lets us do cohort analysis to see how many users are coming back 
and using our app: http://www.cohortanalysis.com/ 

● How to create your first retention report: 
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/retention 

http://www.cohortanalysis.com/
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/retention
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/retention


Heap: Individual Users

● Heap lets us track individual users by name and email and see what actions 
they took.

● You need to properly identify users: 
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/using-identify 

● The List report lets us find users based on certain attributes: 
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/list 

https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/using-identify
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/using-identify
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/list
https://docs.heapanalytics.com/docs/list


Common Reports in Google Sheets

● Google sheets lets us track performance over time e.g. weekly or monthly 
intervals.

● We can quickly calculate “complex” metrics like CAC, LTV, etc. These metrics 
depend on data from multiple sources which means you might need extensive 
setup to get all your data into one place.



Common Analytics Mistakes During 
Traction

1. Too many tools and not enough analysis
2. Lack of data for certain activities like A/B 

testing
3. Getting and maintaining accurate data
4. Automating too quickly

● Common analytics pitfalls during the traction phase:
○ Too many tools and not enough analysis
○ Lack of data for certain activities like A/B testing: 

https://conversionxl.com/ab-testing-guide/ 
○ Getting and maintaining accurate data: 

http://www.coelevate.com/essays/growth-data-mistakes 
○ Automating too quickly

https://conversionxl.com/ab-testing-guide/
https://conversionxl.com/ab-testing-guide/
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/growth-data-mistakes
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/growth-data-mistakes


4.
Phase 2: Transition

Users > 1000s/100s
Spending $ on paid channels

Data 
exploration + 
analytics 
foundation

● Transition phase:
○ Users > 1000s/100s
○ Starting to spending money on paid channels like Facebook Ads, 

Google Ads, etc
○ You’re looking to do more data exploration on your customers and let 

more of your team members do this
○ You’re setting up your analytics foundation



Source

Startup Phases by Brian Balfour

● Brief reminder on this stage from our phases table: 
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth 

http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth


Analytics Tools During Transition

Data 
ownership

Data 
exploration

SQL 
analysis

Analyze 
marketing 

traffic

Mobile 
installs 

attribution

● Spending more time thinking about your analytics strategy makes more sense 
now: https://practicoanalytics.com/analytics-strategy/ 

● Tools for this phase:
○ Segment.com: analytics foundation, data ownerships, lives on top of all 

your tools.
■ A deeper dive into the pros and cons of Segment.com: 

https://practicoanalytics.com/pros-cons-of-segment-com/ 
○ Mixpanel/Amplitude/Kissmetrics: deeper dive into tracking individual 

users, retention, funnel analysis, etc.
■ Helpful video course on how to properly install Mixpanel: 

https://practicoanalytics.com/ultimate-mixpanel-video-course/ 
○ MODE/Google Sheets: automating dashboards for key metrics from 

your SQL data.+
○ Google Analytics: analyze marketing traffic, specifically web.
○ Appsflyer: mobile installs attribution

https://segment.com/
https://mixpanel.com/
https://modeanalytics.com/
https://analytics.google.com/
https://www.appsflyer.com/
https://practicoanalytics.com/analytics-strategy/
https://segment.com/
https://practicoanalytics.com/pros-cons-of-segment-com/
https://practicoanalytics.com/pros-cons-of-segment-com/
https://mixpanel.com/
https://amplitude.com/
https://www.kissmetrics.com/
https://practicoanalytics.com/ultimate-mixpanel-video-course/
https://practicoanalytics.com/ultimate-mixpanel-video-course/
https://modeanalytics.com/
https://www.google.com/sheets/about/
https://analytics.google.com/
https://analytics.google.com/
https://www.appsflyer.com/
https://www.appsflyer.com/


5.
Phase 3: Growth

Users > 1000s/100s
Dedicated marketing teams

Complex 
analysis across 
multiple teams

● Growth phase:
○ Users > 1000s/100s
○ Complex data analysis
○ Dedicated marketing teams



Source

Startup Phases by Brian Balfour

● Brief reminder on this stage from our phases table: 
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth 

http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth
http://www.coelevate.com/essays/traction-vs-growth


Analytics Tools During Growth

Data 
ownership

SQL 
analysis

● Tools for growth phase:
○ Segment.com: foundation, data ownerships, lives on top of all your 

tools.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
○ MODE/Google Sheets: automating dashboards for key metrics from 

your SQL data.
● You likely have a dedicated person (or team) thinking about analytics. They 

will choose the best tools for your needs.

https://segment.com/
https://modeanalytics.com/
https://segment.com/
https://modeanalytics.com/
https://www.google.com/sheets/about/


Thanks!
Any questions?

@ugarteruben
ruben@practicoanalytics.com 

Download the slides: bit.ly/2qTfICj

https://twitter.com/ugarteruben?lang=en
https://twitter.com/ugarteruben?lang=en
https://twitter.com/ugarteruben?lang=en
mailto:ruben@practicoanalytics.com
mailto:ruben@practicoanalytics.com
http://bit.ly/2qTfICj

